
YOUR GUIDE TO
INCREDIBLE SEX

STRONIC PETITE



Hello, sexy!
Why settle for only half the pleasure?
This hands-free thrusting toy helps you to
stimulate the outer and inner (!) clit – for fuller,
more satisfying orgasms. Small sized & light
weighted, it's also perfect for FUN on the go. Meet 
your new guilty pleasure – the STRONIC PETITE.

For more languages, check: 
www.FUNFACTORY.com/manuals



Wash me, lube me up! 
Wash before and after every use,
including  the first. Use unscented soap
or toy cleaner. Toy is 100% waterproof.
Don’t forget to use water-based lube
when you play!

For more languages, check: 
www.FUNFACTORY.com/manuals

NOT ANAL-SAFE



Play with me!
To turn on, press  for half a second, then re-
lease. For higher speeds and patterns, press . 
For lower speeds or to return to steady vibration, 
press . To turn off, press .
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  1      Stimulate the outer parts of the clit, caress 

the labia, or massage the vaginal opening with the 

tip of the toy. 

  2      During penetration, the clitoral legs get 

stimulated automatically with each thrust. The 

structured surface of the silicone shaft also reaches 

even deeper layers and countless additional 

nerve endings. 

  3     Combine the hands-free thrusting of the pul-

sator with external stimulation of your clit—either 

with your hands or a toy. Enjoy an even deeper, 

fuller orgasm—inside and out!

Press  and  for half a second to remove travel lock.
Press  and  for half a second to activate it again.



UNLOCK THE FUN!

CHARGE!

=              +

Press  and  for half a second to remove travel lock.
Press  and  for half a second to activate it again.

Our toys arrive with their battery charged to about 
20%. Fully charge your toy to enjoy it longer.



Power me!
Plug the charger into a USB outlet. Connect the end 

of the charger to the magnetic points on the toy. 

Your vibe needs:

• 4-6 hours initial charge

• 3 hours play per charge

Press  and  for half a second to remove travel lock.
Press  and  for half a second to activate it again.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Love the PETITE and can’t wait to try 

another toy? We think it pairs well with…

LIMBA FLEX 
Want to hit just the right 
spot? Due to the bendable 
wire inside you can reach
any preffered angle.

BOOTIE FEM
This petite butt plug with
an approachable tulip shape
is comfy enough for anal
plug newbies and made to
be worn during sex.



FLIRT QUESTIONS

 · What is the sexiest part of my body? 

 · What’s the hottest noise I make during sex? 

 · Would you rather see me do a striptease 
or an exotic chair dance?

 · Would you rather see me in sexy underwear 
or no underwear?

DARE TASKS

 · Use STRONIC PETITE on yourself in the 
shower, and let me watch. 

 · Play the last song you streamed and 
do an erotic dance to it.

 · What’s the worst kiss you’ve ever had? 
Demonstrate on me, then make it up to me.

 · I’m going to tickle you or spank you for 
15 seconds. You pick which.

Forward thrusting
for hands-free FUN

No more numb 
or tired hands 

during play
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Easy-insert tip

Forward thrusting
for hands-free FUN

Great for traveling 
(fits in every bag)

No more numb 
or tired hands 

during play

Targeted clit 
stimulation from 
the inside



Great for traveling 
(fits in every bag)



Flirt or Dare
SET THE STAGE

Grab a coin. Set the mood (lighting is everything!). 
Turn off your phone and turn on the music. 
 
LET’S PLAY!

1. Choose the prize you want if you win.

2. The person with the jiggliest butt goes first.

3. On your turn, flip the coin. 
Heads = Flirt, Tails = Dare

 
Your partner picks your Flirt or Dare and reads it to you.

AND THE WINNER IS... 

...the first person to complete 
either 3 Dares or 5 Flirts. 
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PRIZES 

 ·  Loser has to watch Winner 
masturbate with STRONIC PETITE.

 · Loser has to wash and charge

 · the toy after every play session 
for the next month.

 · Loser prepares a relaxing post-sex 
bath for the winner. 

 · Loser plans the next date 
night, down tothe candles and 
aphrodesiac snacks.



START
 

PRESS  TO GO BACK

PRESS  
 TO GO BACK

 

Explore my settings
STRONIC PETITE comes with five speeds and three 
patterns to spoil you with various sensations–from 
a soft foreplay-like thrust to an epic finale. 
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#BE PLAYFUL



Explore my settings
STRONIC PETITE comes with five speeds and three 
patterns to spoil you with various sensations–from 
a soft foreplay-like thrust to an epic finale. 

REMEMBER: consent is not only  important 
but also sexy! Make sure you both agree to 
these flirts and dares or make up your own!

#BE PLAYFUL


